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UNSustainable

• Here & now!
• Consume
• 4Ws: Want, Waste!
  Want more, Waste more!
• Maintain - status quo
• Incremental
• Individual-focus
• Lifelong Learning

Sustainable

Policy Shifts
Mind-set change

Policy Shifts
Mind-set change
Sustainable Future

1. facilitating mindset shift towards SD
2. enhancing mindset shift towards SD
3. sustaining mindset shift towards SD
3 Goals of Sustainable Development

1. **facilitating**
   - mindset shift towards SD
   - leadership
   - commitment
   - risk-taking
   - transformational

2. **enhancing**
   - mindset shift towards SD
   - relevance/context
   - collaborative/teamwork
   - inter/transdisciplinarity
   - consistent/walk-the-talk

3. **sustaining**
   - mindset shift towards SD
   - global-local
   - permanence-transience
   - tangible (value)-intangible (virtue)
   - flexible/culturally sensitive
1. facilitating mindset shift towards SD
2. enhancing mindset shift towards SD
3. sustaining mindset shift towards SD
Thanks!
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